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----------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT----------------------------------------------------------Ever since the advent of computing, managing data has been of extreme importance. With innumerable devices
getting added to network infrastructure, there has been a proportionate increase in the data which needs to be
stored. With the advent of Internet of Things (IOT) it is anticipated that billions of devices will be a part of the
internet in another decade. Since those devices will be communicating with each other on a regular basis with
little or no human intervention, plethora of real time data will be generated in quick time which will result in
large number of log files. Apart from complexity pertaining to storage, it will be mandatory to maintain
confidentiality and integrity of these logs in IOT enabled devices. This paper will provide a brief overview about
how logs can be efficiently and securely stored in IOT devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION
biggest advantage being that a system can be debugged
ata storage [1 and 2] has been an uphill task for many and monitored based on the logs stored. Given that as part
organizations across the globe. As technology evolved of organizations, encountering escalations is a common
with time, more storage space had to be created which phenomenon which needs to be resolved on a priority
resulted in greater costs incurred by those organizations. basis. Thus, it is important that logs provide sufficient
As hardware technology evolved from semi-conductor to information to developers and researchers so as to ease the
magnetic to optical storage, the computing power of CPU process of troubleshooting. Many logging features have
had to keep pace so as enabling process large data in given been developed keeping in view all the requirements as
time frame. But unfortunately due to limited number of well as the pace at which technology up gradation is
registers, memory hierarchy had to be created like: L1 taking place. Five of the most popular logging tools
cache, L2 cache, primary memory, secondary memory. available are: Splunk, Loggly, AlertLogic Log Manager,
Logs are generally stored in secondary memory and have WhatsUpGold and TIBCO. All these tools offer more or
gained importance in past few years. Logs generally help less same functionality like: data indexing [11], real time
in debugging, performance review of the system, intrusion monitoring, identify trends and patterns for customers, etc.
detections [4, 5, 6 and 7], creating and analyzing trends In case of IOT, it is essential that any logging tool
based on historical analysis [3]. Up until now, the real deployed must offer to store maximum number of logs in
time communication between devices was restricted the allotted space since data generated will be huge and
mainly to client-server model and a significant human the disparity between storage space and available and
intervention was involved to generate logs and storing required will be huge. In this paper, we'll look at some of
them. But as Internet of Things (IOT) begins to leave an the efficient methods which can be used for log
indelible mark in the world of technology, it becomes management in IOT.
mandatory to address the issue of generating and storing
logs (which will be generated in real time) in an optimized 2. CATEGORIZING LOGS IN IOT ENABLED DEVICES
manner so that it becomes easier to access them when Given that there are provisions for almost all entities to get
required.
connected to internet, the amount of logs generated will

D

IOT [8, 9 and 10] refers to a world of networking where
most of the devices will be connected to the internet and
will be able to communicate amongst themselves with
minimal human intervention. Since the wide range of
devices which will be part of IOT infrastructure, their
communication will tend to become more complex than
traditional networking systems. In order to archive that
communication, sufficient memory space needs to be
maintained at all times. Given that memory space will be
limited especially for devices with limited functionality
due to the cost factor, it becomes paramount to categorize
logs and then discard all the irrelevant logs.

quadruple as compared to cloud networks [12, 13, 14 and
15]. Hence it is important to categorize logs based on their
importance in dealing with several performance and
network issues. One solution is to divide a part of memory
into 5 or 6 segments based on the kind of logs which are
encountered by devices and redirect those logs into the
corresponding memory unit created and keep those
memory units explicitly for those logs. There are six main
categories into which logs can be divided: security logs for
spam/malware/virus [16, 17 and 18], authentication [19
and 20] related logs pertaining to successful/unsuccessful
login, general information logs, logs related to
configuration of devices, firewall [21 and 22] logs and
device management logs. We'll provide about how these
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logs can be managed individually and then how to secure
them using existing algorithms.
2.1
SECURITY
LOGS
FOR
SPAM/VIRUS/MALWARE
Spam, virus and malware are some of the most common
security threats in today's time which has prompted
developers to come with many algorithms to counter them.
But despite taking all precautions, security of the system is
often compromised due to penetration of spam, virus or
malware. For every spam/malware/virus message being
sent to the device, corresponding logs will be generated
which needs to be stored. These logs will be helpful in
determining trends like from which network these
messages are coming from, range of sizes of various
messages being sent, similarity in the content, etc. Using
these trends we can define a parameter called 'reputation'
of a device. This parameter can be determined on a scale
of 1-10 with 10 being the highest reputation assigned to
device which is in communication with the current device.
Also since security of any system is of prime importance,
it's recommended that largest a significant fraction of total
memory is allotted for these logs.
2.2 AUTHENTICATION RELATED LOGS
Authentication will play a key role in IOTs since it needs
to be ensured that only authorized users gain access to it.
The logs related to successful/unsuccessful login attempts
needs to be stored which will help forensics department to
play a key role in case something goes wrong. Given that
users will login to devices multiple times a day,
maintaining a long history of login attempts would be
infeasible. It must also record all the unsuccessful login
attempts so that it can be determined who is attempting to
login and how often. Hence it’s mandatory to allocate
memory for storing these logs.
2.3 GENERAL INFORMATION LOGS
General information needs to be maintained which will
include stuff like routes taken for smart cars, grocery items
stored for smart refrigerator, etc. These logs will provide
user with a holistic picture about the proper functioning of
IOT devices. Small amount of space will be required for
maintaining these logs and it can be formatted on a daily
basis.
2.4 CONFIGURATION RELATED LOGS
Any IOT device will need to be configured before its
usage. While configuring plethora of information will be
generated and this will include various details about the
device. Although this information may not seem relevant
to end users but it is important to maintain these logs so
that any errors pertaining to configuration can be resolved
quickly. The space which needs to be allocated for these
logs will depend on the devices and the complexity of
their configuration.
2.5 FIREWALL LOGS
In case a firewall support is deployed on IOT device, it is
important to maintain logs pertaining to firewall activities
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which will provide insight into the security breach trying
to take place. The information collected via these logs will
help in designing robust firewall systems and more
efficient firewall policies. It would be better if the space
allocated to these logs would be equal to that of
authentication logs due to the security aspect.
2.6 DEVICE MANAGEMENT LOGS
These logs would contain information about
communication with other devices. Any smart device
during a certain time period will interact with many other
devices. In case if errors are encountered as part of
communication between 2 devices then these logs will
help identify the root cause and will expedite the process
of resolving it. As far as spacing is concerned, it will again
depend on how many devices are interacting with the
current device.

3. ROUTING AND SECURELY STORING
LOGS ON DISK
Logs will carry all the sensitive information pertaining to
device and hence it becomes paramount to store them
securely in the memory. Many algorithms exist for secure
storage of data and most programming languages provide
libraries with a wide range of available cryptographic
algorithms like Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
[23]. AES-256 with all its security features seems to be the
best algorithm available to deploy on IOT devices for
securely storing logs in memory. The only overhead which
it'll carry with itself is the key management which will
consume some amount of memory. This encryption [25]
algorithm will ensure that only authorized users are
allowed to access them when needed. Let us consider the
question of routing the logs generated to appropriate
category as mentioned above. To achieve this objective we
need to run background processes on the device which will
ensure that logs are appropriately routed to their
destination. Based on the operating systems designed for
IOT [24], scripts can be written corresponding to various
logs which can run as background processes periodically
similar to task scheduler in windows or cronjob in Linux.
Thus, corresponding to six categories of logs mentioned
above we can have six different scripts running as
background processes which will route logs to appropriate
directory. This categorization of logs will ensure that any
search on these logs will become more optimized and
would give faster results.
In order to save logs onto their own explicit memory, it is
necessary to divide total memory allocated for logs into 6
units corresponding to each category of logs as mentioned
above. Let us name those memory units as: mem_log1,
mem_log2, mem_log3, mem_log4, mem_log5 and
mem_log6 and total memory allocated for logs as M'
where mem_log* memory series is subset of M'. The size
of each of these memory units will vary depending on the
device and how vulnerable it is towards attacks. Each of
these memory units can be assigned a threshold value
which will serve as an indicator to the user about the space
available. Based on these values at any particular time, old
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logs can be deleted or archived to some other machine
based on the memory available. Furthermore, the memory
units assigned to each category of logs would not be static
and if required can be expanded. Table 1 provides a brief
overview about a possible scenario (for 3 smart devices)
where row indicates smart devices and column indicates
memory corresponding to various logs. Red color
indicates if memory consumption is 'above threshold',
green indicates 'below threshold' and yellow indicates 'at
threshold'. These threshold values can be observed via any
monitoring [26, 27, 28 and 29] system.
Table 1

Smart
device
1
Smart
device
2
Smart
device
3

mem_log1

mem_log2

mem_log3

mem_log4

mem_log5

mem_log6

Above
threshold

At threshold

Below
threshold

At threshold

Below
threshold

At threshold

Below
threshold

Below
threshold

Below
threshold

At threshold

Below
threshold

At threshold

Below
threshold

Above
threshold

Below
threshold

Above
threshold

At threshold

Below
threshold

4. CONCLUSION
As internet of things continues to pervade through
everyday sphere of our life, it also brings along with it the
overhead of enormous streams of data generated over a
period of time. Unlike cloud infrastructure, the cost of
maintaining a datacenter to manage various modules
would be extremely high. Thus it is important to manage
data locally on the device so that the process of searching
over that data would expedite. Although the process of
building logging tools for IOT is yet to initiate but given
the huge volume of data its concerns can be anticipated
beforehand. This paper has highlighted some of the
concerns which might persist for efficient logging in IOT
and a possible solution has been presented. Moreover, how
those logs can be stored securely and how the memory can
be partitioned to incorporate those logs has been
highlighted in this paper.
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